Here is a snapshot of what families are saying about our school!
KCC teachers are awesome because of how much they love our kids - KCC Parent
KCC has great teachers who love their students. – KCC Parent
We love KCC because it provides a sense of comfort and stability that I cannot thank them
enough for. I truly feel like my son is cared for, and as a single mom just that peace of mind
means more than I can express! Much appreciation and gratitude. – KCC Parent
KCC saved us first-time parents the unpleasantness of potty training. We were told one day to
send underwear in our notes from a teacher and we can take no credit that our child managed
to have less than 5 accidents in her entire life. – KCC Parent
KCCworked with Birth to 3 to help our child overcome gross motor developmental delay. Inhome services were miserable but moving them to KCC helped her progress immensely with the
help of her amazing teachers pushing her to grow. – KCC Parent
KCC cultivated a love for reading and writing before elementary school, helping her navigate
that difficult transition into kindergarten and helping her to trust her future teachers. Thank
you to all the teachers in all the classrooms, you make such a difference in the lives of our
children, and we are so thankful for each and every one of you. – KCC Parent
We love KCC because of the family atmosphere between teaches/kids/parents of children. The
children are SO well taken care of and loved by the teachers like their own. –KCC Parent
3 favorite things about KCC are: the variety of food given, the photos/messages given thru
teaching strategies, and all the amazing things the teachers do for the kids. – KCC Parent
KCC gives my family the ability to feel that our child is well taken care of and safe during the
day. – KCC Parent.
Memorable moments from KCC include every milestone our child has that has happened
because of the care and teachers at KCC, they helped guide the way with EVERY single one! –
KCC Parent
All my kids have bonded with several teachers throughout their time at KCC, and I know that
when I drop them off, they are in good hands. – KCC Parent
I love that the teachers can remember having my kids and things about them even after they
are no longer in that classroom. – KCC Parent
KCC isn't just having someone watch my kids. It's a place where my kids are getting an
education even before they start school, and as parents we are very grateful they have that
opportunity. – KCC Parent.
"I am happy that you help us and give us new toys!" ~ quote from student
"My favorite food is Mac and Cheese and the cinnamon apples. Yum!!" ~ quote from student
"My favorite food is Cowboy stew and KCC humus!” ~ quote from student

I really appreciate the director’s professionalism. I feel like no matter the situation she is
always the voice of reason. – KCC Parent
KCC has changed our lives. The 3-4 year old teachers – her personality is like a breath of fresh
air. Every time I talk to her I feel like I’m talking to my best friend. He is such a nice and funny
guy. Plus, he serves his community as a firefighter and he’s a great cook! – KCC Parent
KCC has changed our lives! After going through too many centers to count, KCC has been a
blessing all around. My daughter absolutely loves coming to KCC and the teachers have made
dropping off in the morning’s one of the favorite times of my day. I’m grateful for the kindness,
compassion and great care you all provide our baby! I also thoroughly enjoy my brief but funny
conversations with Cindy every morning. You have got a good thing going, KCC! We are glad to
be a part of it. – KCC Parent
KCC means so much to us because our kids get hugs on the way in from friends and a warm
greeting when they arrive in the classroom. It feels so good knowing they have a whole world of
experiences at KCC and we get to peak into it 2x a day. KCC Parent
We appreciate the thought and care that goes into all the kids’ activities and projects, they are
filled with pride when they see their work or get to show us their work. KCC Parent
Our kids get so many chances to become responsible and independent with the help of teachers.
It makes our home life so much better. KCC Parent
We are SO grateful for the care that our children get at KCC, and it allows us to focus on our
work knowing the kids are loved and cared for. – KCC Parent
Thank you, teachers, for all that you do <3 – KCC Parent
I remember getting the call from the director that there was an opening in the baby room, and
we were up for the spot. I might have shed happy tears. Almost 2 years later and I’m so thankful
for everything you all do at KCC. I’ve been in your shoes teaching little minds and it’s a
thankless job sometimes. Each and every day I appreciate knowing my daughter is going to be
cared for all day while we are at work. We’re hoping to move in the near future, and I don’t
want to go anywhere besides Lake Mills so we can stay at KCC! Thank you, to all of you for
doing what you do! – KCC Parent
Because of the people at KCC we have three happy, thriving, smart and kind kids. I’m grateful
every day that we have such dedicated KCC teachers and staff in our lives. – KCC Parent
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